13 July 2014

Dear Friends,

We are once again faced with the insanity of violence spinning out of control with human lives being sacrificed. Even before the four youth were kidnapped and killed and this war began, we called together a group of peace activists from various organizations to think about how we can be effective in bringing those interested in peace together to have our voices heard.

Saturday, we held our first action with hundreds of Jews and Arabs who came together under the banner of "Jews and Arabs Refuse to Be Enemies". Here you will find a write up of the action.

We plan to continue to work bringing Jews and Arabs together supporting peace and equality and our next action will focus on women from both sides who have lost loved ones in the struggle. We continue to be dedicated to bringing together Jews and Arabs sharing our hopes and dreams while building peace and equality.

Your help is needed in order for us to continue to work and let the world know that peace is possible.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Eyas Shbeta